YPS innovation Committee N21 Report


Meetings: no meeting since annual meeting

Goal of the year.
1. Our plan was doing an activity at the interim meeting with the Florida group but due to the new nature of the interim meeting been virtual this make very difficult to have the exhibitors that we were planning. We will delay these activities to annual A22 hoping it will be in person.
2. Reactivation of the Facebook group. The prior has been inactive, so we are creating a new Facebook group. (Activity in progress)
3. We continue collecting all the technologies, app, etc. that YPS member have been involve. Our goal is to put them in the YPS webpage to highlight them. (Activity in process)
4. One of our members participated in the telemedicine panel in June 2021. Good feedback about this activity. YPS representation. (Activity finished)
5. There was a highlight of one of our members due to innovation and COVID19 Vaccine in the AMA webpage. We helped facility this interview. (Activity finished)
6. We will do an activity in collaboration with the Value care committee (Activity in progress)

Pending
1. Fall meeting before interim meeting
2. Develop SMART goals (at least 2 for the committee)
3. Continue communication with Value care committee